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Introduction:
This section looks at how the unique characters of Upper, Great and North Tresham
are created through the layout of blocks, plot sizes, buildings and materials. It sets
out indicative street sections for a number of key streets to show how both trees and
parking provision are designed in from the outset.
One of the key objectives is to create a high quality place that will stand the test of
time. We have observed that many modern towns have uniform streets, layouts and
plots, whilst there is usually a large variety of materials.
Conversely, studies of the local traditional villages, as documented in the Local
Precedent Study 2016, shows that whilst a restrained palette of materials exist, there is
more variety in the sizes and shapes of plots and street layouts.
Whilst the architecture at Tresham Garden Village will be flexible to incorporate both
traditional and contemporary designs within different neighbourhoods we propose
that a restrained palette of locally distinctive materials and colours are used to unify
the overall village.

PLOTS,
BUILDINGS &
STREETS
• Local Precedent Study
• Garden Village Exemplars
• CPRE Northamptonshire
• Repeated forms:
Keep It Simple
• Materials that improve with age
• Building arrangement and form:
storeys, narrow front,wide front,
paired
• Materials palette
• Boundary treatements
• Plots sizes, building heights and
depths of gardens
• Building Fabric
• Street sections
• Parking provision
•
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PRECEDENT STUDIES & INFLUENCES

Local Estate Village characteristics:
• Large plots and loose grain with ‘breathing
space’ between streets
• Often arranged around central Village Green
• Unique name sign marks the place
• Agricultural: farm courtyards, barns
• Residential: stand alone cottages, paired
cottages, clustered cottages
• Restrained materials palette includes: limestone,
collyweston slate roof tiles, thatched roofs, stone
boundary walls
• Signature touches create uniformity: colours,
boundary treatments, facias
• Mainly 2 storey building heights
• Rural, managed landscapes, livestock and
farming

Estate Village, Laxton

Traditional local village: West Street, King’s Cliffe

Estate Village, Ashton

Estate Village, Blatherwycke

Traditional local village: West Street, King’s Cliffe

Traditional local Village Spines:
• Narrow plots perpendicular to long main spine
• Tight urban grain and active frontages
• Green spaces and long lanes provide
permeability and peripheral connections
• On street parking where widths allow
• Secondary street provides a ‘loop’
• Nodes at intervals along main street
• Spatial expansion and contraction
• Some buildings front on to main street, others
set back behind front gardens contained by low
stone boundary walls
• Mainly 2 and 3 storey heights
• Landmark buildings where views and vistas
terminate
• Shared spaces
• Convenience shops along main street

Garden Village characteristics:

Raymond Unwin, Town Planning 1909
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• Uniform generous plots & tree-lined streets
• Uniform building line steps back from street at
regular intervals creating expansion and visual
interest
• Green leafy streets
• Corner plots allow visibility for turning
• Residential buildings often arranged in pairs or
groups
• Filtered permeability between buildings for
pedestrians and cycles only
• Shared communal gardens or allotments situated
either in front or behind building
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ORIENTATION OF STREETS
NORTH

SOUTH

Objectives:
• Maximise passive solar gain through streets
oriented 15°– 30°east to west

LIVE - WORK
GROUND FLOOR

LIVE - WORK
GROUND FLOOR

4m
WALKWAY

6.5 m
CARRIAGEWAY

4m
WALKWAY

South facing large
front gardens

• Homes will be warm in winter and cool in summer
• Houses and gardens to be orientated to maximise
South facades in order to optimise solar
radiation gains and daylight to the centre of the
home. Detached and semi detached house types
to follow the same principle.
• Glazing and thermal mass:

South facing large
rear gardens

NORTH

SOUTH

South facing large
front gardens
Tresham Garden Village streets running east-west

Orientation: Masterplan Extract

WEST

EAST

PLOT
BOUNDARY

PLOT
BOUNDARY

Glazing and Thermal mass:
Architecturel precedents as shown above
demonstrate how the North side of homes have the
smallest apertures, minimising heat loss and planned
to contain service elements such as kitchens,
bathrooms (spaces that require less windows)
More glazing can be incorporated on the South
allowing sun rays into the heart of the building.

2m
5m
2.5 m
SERVICE WALKWAY PARKING / VERGE
VERGE

2.5 m
PARKING

5.5 m
CARRIAGEWAY

VARIABLE
WIDTH

2.5 m
5m
PARKING / VERGE WALKWAY

2.5 m
PARKING

Tresham Garden Village indiactive street section
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Great Tresham:

TRESHAM SKYLINE & RHYTHM

plot
distribution
(further)

plot
distribution
(closer)

relative
size of
plots
finer grain, increased
connections to main street
leading to narrow, linear
plots

GREAT TRESHAM

• Influenced by local settlements centred on a main
street and central space(s) observed locally and
recorded in the precedent study
• Local village centre characterised by tight main
street and Market Square
• Very permeable street pattern towards centre
• Smaller block size
• Varying depth of plots of c.20 - 36m, width
narrow at centre 7 - 20m
• A mix of narrow and wide houses, narrow
towards the centre
• Walls and some hedges provide boundaries
• Main streets inform the character and are
architecturally consistent
• Architectural flexibility in some areas

Upper Tresham:

relative
size of
plots

plot
distribution

irregular blocks, centred
around green reflecting
varied plots

UPPER TRESHAM

• Influenced by local semi-planned settlements in
single estate control (for example Laxton, Ashton,
Blatherwycke and others documented in the Local
Precedent Study 2016)
• Estate Village character
• Centred on Village Green
• Organic plot shape with varied distribution
• Varying depth of plots of c.20 - 36m, width
narrow at centre generally 10 - 20m
• Building lines vary, coming closer to the boundary
the more centrally located
• Mainly wide houses
• Hedges and some walls provide boundary
• Main streets inform the character and are
architecturally consistent
• Architectural consistency is important to establish

North Tresham:

plot
distribution
(regular)
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relative
size of
plots

NORTH TRESHAM

uniform blocks reflecting
uniform streets, regular
grain

• Influenced by the Garden City movement for the
form of quiet leafy character
• Garden Suburb character centred on Runway
Avenue and memorial glade
• More Regular east-to-west street pattern
• Uniform depth of plots of c.25 - 30m, generally
wide plots 16 - 28m
• Regular shape and distribution of plots sizes
• Building lines set back
• Mainly wide houses
• Tree lined streets
• Hedges provide boundaries
• Scope for architectural flexibility as green
structure creates uniformity
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PLOT SIZE & TYPE

Plots:
• Estate Villages tend to have larger, wider plot
sizes
• Garden Village plots are more regular with
buildings arranged in pairs along the street
• Traditional village centre plots are narrower
to accommodate a more intense pattern of
development along the main street

Boundaries:

PLOT SIZE
wide plot
Estate Village

narrow plot
Garden Village

BOUNDARY

Traditional Village

TREATMENTS

• Low stone walls, detailed iron fences and timber
picket fences are prolific in Estate Villages
• Hedges predominate the streetscape in Garden
Villages
• Main streets in traditional local villages often
have no boundary between the street and the
house

Building heights & types:
wide front

TRADITIONAL BUILDING HEIGHTS AND TYPES

narrow front

• Estate Villages often characterised by wide front
low height buildings
• Taller buildings appear in more dense main
streets

Lower height

POSSIBLE RE-INVENTION OF LOCAL VERNACULAR

Taller height

• Tresham Garden Village will be locally distinctive
in form and materials palette but with a degree
of architectural and design flexibility providing
a range of homes and a strong market offer
inlcluding potential for re-invention of local
vernacular in contemporary building designs
• Wider fronted buildings are often lower in height
(for example bungalows)
• Taller buildings often have a narrow front
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FLEXIBILIT Y & HOME WORKING

We have designed scope for live-work and
integrated growing spaces into homes,
appreciating that these will appeal to a wide
range of individuals for flexible uses.
Taking into account the model for sustainable
rural employment and an interest in providing
craft, artisan and particularly food related
opportunities in our configuration of
working and living space. This also ensures
consistency with Policy 25 1 c) in the North
Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy:
“Commercial opportunities related to food,
craft and ecotourism, and Green Infrastructure
projects.”
In addition, we propose that the residential
properties, especially those located on key
frontages, have the ability to not only convert
with ease between residential and commerical
use, but to also expand in response to the
needs of home-working.
The illustrations demonstrate how a residential
building might expand in different ways by
means of a plot passport in order to adapt to
suit different needs.

POTENTIAL FOR ATTIC CONVERSION
• cut timber roof (not trussed) to enable
use & future attic conversion
• cut timbers trimmed for potential
future dormers to allow easy
conversion

ADAPTABLE GROUND FLOOR
• Higher floor-ceiling
• Potential for future conversion
between residential and commercial
forming live-work space

REAR EXTENSION
• Single storey
• Potential for L-shaped extension if
a volume is added at end of rear
garden

REAR GARDEN DEVELOPMENT
• Single storey Shed/ Office
• Independent volume or potentially
linked to house via L-shaped rear
extension, foring courtyard house.
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FABRIC FIRS T AND PASSIVE HOUSE EQUIVALENT S TANDARDS
A Fabric First and Passive House equivalent building approach will
ensure that all homes at Tresham reduce energy demand and maximise
thermal insulation from the outset. The design team are working in close
conjunction with a number of experts in sustainable construction to explore
different design solutions. Busting the common myth, these buildings can
in fact be constructed in almost any architectural style and as bungalows,
terraces or barn type buildings. An example of the Passive House benefits
for a single 3 bedroomed detached property is set out below.
ORIENTATION

HEATING

Maximising window openings to gain the most
solar energy gain in the winter. Overhanging eaves
and soffits provide shading in the summer to limit
overheating. A series of roof windows allow light and
warmth to penetrate reducing lighting loads and provide
heat gains and natural ventilation control.

Air to water heat pump delivers warm water
very efficiently to the underfloor heating which
serves most of the ground floor rooms. There
is no heating to the upper floor as the house
will be kept at a constant temperature with the
upper rooms achieving the design intent of 2oC
lower than the ground floor rooms.

INSULATION
Houses are well insulated to acheive a mininum U value
of 0.1W/m2K. There are no traditional foundations with
the ground floor raft floating on 200mm of insulation.
Windows and doors are triple glazed with a U value
of between 0.7 and 1.0W/m2K. The insulation on the
walls wrap round in front of each window and door
frame preventing cold bridging.
AIR TIGHTNESS
The houses will be hemetically sealed, so a whole
house ventilation system is used - therefore there are no
draughts.
THERMAL MASS AND VOLUME
Largely built in concrete to retain heat in the winter and
maintain a stable temperature in the summer. The volume of the 3m high south facing rooms allow the hot air
to rise and stratify, transferring the summer warmth to
the 200mm concrete first floor structure.

VENTILATION
As the house is sealed against wasteful air leakage, a heat recovery ventilation system will be
installed, gently extracting warm moist air out
of the wet rooms and input fresh air into all the
living spaces through a heat exchanger.
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GENERATION
Using the south facing PV panels which generates 3,380kW hours/uears, electricity is fed
back to the house to run appliances, the heating and hot water production. Excess electricity
is sold back to a green energy supplier, reducing the carbon footprint of the house to 8kg/
year when utilising the green electricity supplier. This amounts to 3% of the carbon produced
by an average UK house of the same size with
the same supplier. Running cost of the house is
£0.00.

Stair voids draw warm air through the house and out
through the roof windows in the summer.
Examples of Passive House projects across the UK
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TRESHAM APPROACH – WEST ENTRANCE

Tresham Approach (West Entrance)

(illustrative)

1 2

Section A-A

2.5

5.5

2.5

1

1:500 @ A2

Tresham Approach: Key Plan
2.5

6.5

Section B-B
1:500 @ A2

illustrative sketch of the West Entrance

1
1

Highway: Blacktop

2

Junction rumble strip: Granite setts bands, 200
x 200 x 200mm deep.

3

Walkway edge : Blacktop Blacktop rolled in with
varied aggregate

4

Walkway: Blacktop rolled in with varied aggregate

5

Gutter edge detail: Granite kerb and setts bands,
200mm deep bedded in concrete.

6

Entrance Threshold: Cattle grid

6

4

3
B

5
4
2

A

A

Tree Strategy
Landmark trees
Root barriers not tree pits
Utilities Strategy
Both sides along green verge on primary route
One side along green edge on tertiary routes
Building Heights
2 - 2.5 storeys
Plan

3

B

Key materials

1:500 @ A2
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Plot
Boundary

Plot
Boundary

2

Section A-A

5.5

ESTATE GREEN

2.5

2

6.5

UPPER TRESHAM ESTATE GREEN
Upper Tresham Estate Green

(illustrative)

2.5 2

1:500 @ A2
Plot
Boundary

Estate Green: Key Plan

Section Estate
B-B Green: Elevations
1:500 @ A2

Plot
Boundary

varies

2

6.5

2.5 2

2

C

D

B

A

2

1
Estate Green: illustrative sketch

4

6

5

1
3

A

1

4

1

Highway and parking on highway: Blacktop

2

Parking on edge of green: Grasscrete/
Permeable Paving

3

Parking edge detail:
bedded in concrete.

4

Junction rumble strip: Granite setts bands, 200
x 200 x 200mm deep.

5

Walkway edge : Granite paving edge

6

Walkway: Blacktop rolled in with varied aggregate

7

Gutter edge detail: Granite kerb and setts bands,
200mm deep bedded in concrete.

7

5

5

D

1

sh granite setts bands, 200mm deep

2

B

C
A

Tree Strategy
Landmark trees
Root barriers not tree pits
Utilities Strategy
Both sides of main street through green verges
Building Heights
2 - 2.5 storeys

Plan
1:500 @ A2

Key materials
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Plot
Boundary

G R E A T T R E S H A MTresham
– V I Garden
L L A G EVillage
SQU
ARE
Square

Plot
Boundary

(illustrative)

Section A-A
1:500 @ A2

1

2

6.5

6.5

parking 2 1

Plot
Boundary

Plot
Boundary

Village Square: Key Plan
Section B-B
1

6.5

carriageway / parking

parking

5

2

6.5

1

A

C

1:500 @ A2

B

Village Square : illustrative sketch

8
7

1

2

6

3

Highway: Blacktop

2

Parking: Blacktop

3

Parking edge detail:
bedded in concrete.

4

Junction rumble strip: Granite setts bands, 200
x 200 x 200mm deep.

5

Walkway edge : Granite paving edge

6

Walkway: Blacktop rolled in with varied aggregate

7

Gutter edge detail: Granite kerb and setts bands,
200mm deep bedded in concrete.

8

Threshold between walkway and vehicular on
square: sh granite setts bands, 200 x 200 x 200mm
deep.

A

4

C

1

C

sh granite setts bands, 200mm deep

B

Tree Strategy
Tree pits, Smaller species

6
D

Utilities Strategy
Diverted along secondary/ tertiary routes to service plots from
rear
Building Heights
3.5 - 4 storeys. Continuous frontages.

A

Parking Strategy
Implied (not marked out on square, dedicated on-street
along main street.
Materials Strategy
Specials for square; square deliniated by materials & design

Plan

B

D

Key materials

1:500 @ A2
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D R U Drummond
M M O N D Terrace
T E R R (Park
A C E Edge)
(illustrative)
Elevation A
1:500 @ A2
Plot
Boundary

Drummond Terrace: Key Plan
Section A-A

2

2 2

2

2.5

6.5

2

illustrative sketch of Drummond Terrace

A

1:500 @ A2

illustrative sketch of Drummond Terrace

2

A

7

1

Highway: Blacktop

2

Parking: Blacktop

3

Parking edge detail:
bedded in concrete.

4

Rumble strip: Granite setts bands, 200 x 200 x
200mm deep.

5

Walkway/ green edge : granite

6

Walkway: Blacktop rolled in with varied aggregate

7

Gutter edge detail: Granite kerb and setts bands,
200mm deep bedded in concrete.

1
3
1
2
5

2

3
7

sh granite setts bands, 200mm deep

4
6

A

4

4

Tree Strategy
Landmark trees
All root barriers not tree pits
Utilities Strategy
Serviced from the rear mews
Building Heights
3 - 3.5 storeys
Plan

Key materials

1:500 @ A2
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R U N W A Y A VRunway
E N U E Avenue
– S O(Southern
UTH ED
GE
Edge)
(illustrative)

Additional Details

Runway Avenue South Entrance: Key Plan

Illustrative sketch of the Southern edge of Runway Avenue

Plan

1

Highway: Blacktop

2

Parking: Blacktop

3

Parking edge detail:
bedded in concrete.

4

Junction rumble strip: Granite setts bands, 200
x 200 x 200mm deep.

5

Walkway edge : Blacktop Blacktop rolled in with
varied aggregate

6

Walkway: Blacktop rolled in with varied aggregate

7

Gutter edge detail: Granite kerb and setts bands,
200mm deep bedded in concrete.

sh granite setts bands, 200mm deep

Key materials

1:500 @ A2
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